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Purpose

● Overview of avenues through which Canada addresses the 
transboundary dimension of CI, including:

- Information sharing cooperation
- Policy cooperation
- Canada – U.S. Program cooperation
- Sector-specific cooperation

● Challenges of transboundary cooperation
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Policy Toolkit on Governance of CI Resilience

● “To strengthen CI resilience, a comprehensive 
policy framework should address seven 
interrelated governance challenges (steps).”

● Step 7:
- Addressing the transboundary dimension 

of infrastructure systems

● “Governments should coordinate national CI 
resilience policies with neighbouring countries 
and beyond, to address transboundary 
dependencies. International information-
sharing mechanisms should be set up to 
assess risks and vulnerabilities across borders 
as well as to develop common approaches for 
CI resilience.”
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Information Sharing

● Within Canada, the federal government meets with provincial and territorial 
government CI leads on a regular basis via its FPT CI Working Group

- Venue for members to share information on ongoing policy and program-related 
activities, and discuss challenges that are being faced

● Internationally, Canada participates in various CI-related forums
- Critical Five (subgroup of the Five Eyes)
- NATO Resilience Group
- EU-US-Canada Experts Meeting on CI Protection
- OECD High Level Risk Forum
- Other bilateral relationships

● Through these partnerships, information can be shared to increase awareness of 
approaches to addressing the ever-evolving threat environment, enabling the 
Government of Canada to better support its CI community
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Policy Cooperation

● National Strategy for Critical Infrastructure (2009)
- Approved by F/P/T Ministers responsible for 

emergency management
- advances more coherent and complementary actions 

among F/P/T initiatives and among the 10 CI sectors

● Canada-United States Action Plan for CI (2010)
- Promotes an integrated approach to CI protection and 

resilience by enhancing coordination of activities and 
facilitating continuous dialogue among cross-border 
stakeholders

● NATO Baseline Requirements for National Resilience 
(ongoing)

- Alignment between 5 of 7 Baseline Requirements, 
and 5 of Canada’s 10 CI sectors
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Canada – U.S. CI Program Cooperation

● Resilience Assessments
- Canada and the United States work closely on cross-border regional resilience 

assessment (RRAP) projects. 
● NB – Maine project on energy and transportation sector interdependencies 

and vulnerabilities
● Alaska – BC – Yukon project on transportation corridor resilience in even of 

major earthquake event
● Quebec – NB – New England project on electrical grid resilience

- Joint efforts on methodology and tool development, and sharing of best practices

● Cyber CI Programs
- Industrial Control Systems (ICS): Joint PS-CISA ICS Working Group
- Cyber Assessments: sharing of resiliency information and tools in relation to 

mutual cyber assessment programs
- Cyber Exercises: participation in semiannual Cyber Storm exercise series, 

representing Canadian cyber security interests during the exercise. 

● Cross-training
- Provision of physical security awareness training: delivery of awareness training, 

coordinated through the DHS Office of Bombing Prevention
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Sectoral Cooperation

● Recognizing the highly interconnected nature of North America’s electricity 
infrastructure, the energy sector is a strong example of transboundary cooperation

● North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)
- Not-for-profit international regulatory authority whose mission is to assure the 

effective and efficient reduction of risks to the reliability and security of the grid

● Joint United States – Canada Electric Grid Security and Resilience Strategy (2016)
- Aims to strengthen the security and resilience of the electric grid from all types 

of hazards, including technological threats and natural disasters

● Canada – United States Regional Mutual 
Assistance Groups

- Comprised of utilities from across Canada 
and the U.S. that deliver not-for-profit 
assistance to each other during times of 
crisis (e.g., extreme weather events)



Challenges
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Resource limitations 
- No shortage of potential areas 

for greater collaboration with 
international partners

- Creating difficult situations of 
deciding where to allocate time 
and energy

Field of view 
- Vast amount of ongoing 

collaboration occurring across 
the broader federal government 
and at the sectoral level

- Difficult to have a full 
understanding of ongoing 
transboundary activities

Changes in power 
- CI security and resilience is 

generally a bipartisan issue, but 
periods of transition can impact 
ongoing and planned 
transboundary activities 

Changing faces 
- Maintaining relationships with 

counterparts as key contacts 
change roles



Thank you
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